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WELCOME STATEMENT 

First things first. THANK YOU for being a physical
educator and coach. Your actions get people to

move their bodies and be active. Keep it up!

I created Boardgains in 2020 and felt compelled 
to share it with the physical education world. 

Boardgains involves almost every aspect of full 
body movements + conditioning in a fun gamified 
session. The barrier to entry is low, the equipment 

is minimal and you can play ANYWHERE! 

As physical educators, your mission is to teach 
people to be physically active for the rest of their 
lives. I hope the enclosed curriculum inspires and 
supports you to fulfill that mission and get people 

moving! 
 

Peace, Love, and Gains! 
Sincerely, Eric from Boardgains Inc



OVERVIEW
We have broken down Boardgains into 3 main lesson plans to 
make it easy for teachers to incorporate into classes. Lesson 1 is 
to get the kids familiar with 13 exercise movements. Lesson 2 is to 
get the kids familiar with the next 4 movements. Lesson 3 is to get 
the kids familiar the last 3 exercise movements

There are 20 exercises on the board for them to learn. Once that 
step is done, using BoardGains to teach classes will be easy as 1, 
2, 3.  We recommend dedicating 1-3 weeks fitness/exercise unit 
using Boardgains. 

Lesson 1 is to teach the kids the name of the first 13 exercises 
and get them familiar with the movements. This will also introduce 
them to circuit training warmup and get there bodies conditioned. 

Lesson 2 is to teach the kids the name of the next 4 exercises and 
get them familiar with the movements.

Lesson 3  is to teach the kids the name of the last 3 exercises and 
get them familiar with the movements.

Lesson 4 & beyond is to spice up the Boardgains workouts with 
additional game modes.

Exam Time is grading and evaluating the students. 



TEAM MODE SETUP

Set The Gains Needed To Win. The first team to collect the set 
number of gains wins the game. To collect 1 gain you must 
complete 1 lap around the board passing “Gains Start Here” . We 
suggest using 3 Gains to start which is roughly 10-15 minute 
match. And then have 3 matches in 1hour time frame including 
warmup/cooldown.
Teams roll the dice and move their game piece, whichever exercise 
the team lands on, all players must do the corresponding exercises 
and reps. But reps can be transferred between players. 
Choose a team captain who will be in charge of rolling the dice & 
moving the game piece. Or you can switch between players 
between each exercise. Write the team names & game piece colour 
on the board. 
Setup workout areas for each team 10ft away from the board. You 
can designate this workout area using a pylon.
 To start the game, have each team captain or 1 player from each 
team come to the board and roll the dice to set each team's starting 
position. Once starting positions are set, and all the players are in 
the designated workouts area . DO A 3,2,1, GAINS to start the game. 

SETUP & RULES:
Depending the number of students in the class. Spilt the class into 4-6 
group of 4-5 players per group. The next few page has different setup 
you can use for the class. You can also create your own setup. 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Physical Education & Boardgains always work better using 
team mode because of the amount of kids in the class. 

WATCH THE SETUP & RULES VIDEO

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=veflWqUBsek


SETUP 

You can customize these matches on timing and to 
your liking. You might want to do 1 long match with 7 

Gains which will take 30+ minutes to complete. Or you 
might like doing a series of short matches with 3 Gains. 

You can alternatively do a timed match so collect the 
most amount of gains in a set period of time.

3 GAINS : 10 - 15 minute workout match
5 GAINS : 20 - 30 minute workout match
7 GAINS: 30 - 35 minute workout match

2 Minute rest between each match

CHOOSING THE GAINS

TIPS

When the game has started. The teacher job is to 
ensure the game is running smoothly. The teacher is the 
referee of the match to ensure everyone is doing correct 

exercise & form. And to ensure no team is cheating. 
Everyone on the team must complete the exercise 

before someone runs to the board to roll for thier team. 



SETUP 

Flip over the top of box and use that as a dice tray. Set 
it up next to the board and you can store all the game 
stuff like sand timers and dry erase markers at the top 
of it. You can leave the dice at the bottom. And when 
participants roll the dice, they roll it on the box top. 
This will keep the board more organized and clean. It 
will also prevent the scores from erasing from the fast 
paced dice rolling which happens time to time. 



WORKOUT AREA SETUP #1 



WORKOUT AREA SETUP #2 



WORKOUT AREA SETUP #3 



WORKOUT AREA SETUP #4



WORKOUT AREA SETUP #5



LESSON PLAN 
#1 



LESSON PLAN #1
THE FIRST 13 EXERCISES

WHAT ARE WE DOING TODAY?

Warmup (10 Mins): 
Get kids warmed up by doing 3-5 laps around the gymnasium depending on the size of 
it. Or lead your own warm-up or use one of the warmup at the end of the guide.

Fundamentals & Conditioning Circuit (20 Mins): 
Teach the kids each exercise on the board as a group so they learn the fundamentals 
and get familiar with the exercises. There are 20 exercises on the board to learn. This 
lesson plan will focus on the 13 exercises & all modifications. Teach and demonstrate 
the exercise and modifications using the slideshow below. 

1) Alternating Reverse Lunges 
2) Burpees
3) Calf Raises 
4) Glute Bridge
5)High Knees
6) Jumping Jacks
7) Invisible Jump Rope 

30 seconds on 
30 seconds off

x 1set

8) Plank
9) Push up
10) Russian Twist
11) Seal Jacks
12) Standing Body Crunch
13) Squats

After you complete a quick tutorial of the exercises now its time for the students to get 
some reps in! For this part we will be going through an exercise conditioning circuit 
which includes 11 exercises on the board. You can use a interval timer app such as 

WOD Timer to setup the work/rest intervals. We suggest the teacher leading the 
workout in front of the class and having the kids follow along.

CONDITIONING CIRCUIT: 

LESSON PLAN 1 EXERCISE GUIDE SLIDESHOW

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1GZMsdl2wK--LiyIjTezPJEmJailSpw-GB_HJCYaEglA/edit?usp=sharing


LESSON PLAN #1
THE FIRST 13

Gameplay (20 Mins)
Bring out Boardgains and print off the lesson 1 Boardgains exercise board templates 
and tape them them to the board in the same sports as the stars indicate on the next 
page. This will bring the board to only 13 exercises which they learned above. 
Depending on class size break them up into teams & play the game with 3 gains as the 
target. If they finish the match quickly then if time permits, you can run another match. 
You can also setup this slideshow behind the game, this slideshow changes slides 
every 3 seconds. So if kids don't know an exercise they land on they can look to the 
slides to spark their memory.

exercise guide lesson plan 1 auto slides

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/e/2PACX-1vRX3eUgMtB348-D-zUc5vF8ayHIFiPMR9pKAIcv-r7RBLFW1hx9oPcZCh8j9aNo3Jm3af34YetvgG59/pub?start=true&loop=true&delayms=3000


LESSON 1: pRINT, cut, and tape



LESSON PLAN #1
Cooldown & Stretch (10 Mins)

Lead a cooldown and stretch at the end of the class. You can use your own or follow this

Hold each stretch for 30 seconds!



LESSON PLAN #1
HOMEWORK

WHAT'S DUE?

Homework For Kids: 

Have the kids perform all the homework exercises and 
for each exercise let us know if it is a upper body 
exercise, lower body exercise or core exercise. 

10 Push-ups & all Modifications 
20  Glute Bridge
30  Calf Raises
30 Standing Body Crunch
40 Seal Jacks
20 Alternating Reverse Lunges & Forward Lunges
20 Squat 
50 High Knees & all Modifications
10 Burpees & all Modifications
20 Russian Twist & all Modifications
30 Second Plank  & all Modifications

 Push-ups (Upper Body)        Glute Bridge (Lower Body)      Calf Raises (Lower Body)     
 Standing Body Crunch (Core Exercise)      Seal Jacks (Upper Body)      
Alternating Reverse Lunges & Forward Lunges  (Lower Body)  Squat (Lower Body)      
 High Knees (Lower Body)         Burpees (Upper Body)  Russian Twist  (Core Exercise)    
 Plank (Core Exercise)



LESSON PLAN 
#2



LESSON PLAN #2
THE NEXT 4 EXERCISES

Warmup (10 Mins): 
Get kids warmed up by doing 3-5 laps around the gymnasium depending on the
size of it. Or lead your own warm-up or use one of the warmup at the end of the 
guide.

Fundamentals & Conditioning Circuit (20 Mins): 
Teach the kids each exercise on the board as a group so they learn the 
fundamentals and get familiar with the exercises. There are 20 exercises on the 
board to learn. This lesson plan will focus on the 4 new exercises & all 
modifications as well as the previous exercises from last lesson. Teach and 
demonstrate the exercise and modifications. Teach and demonstrate the 
exercise and modifications using the slideshow below. 

Conditioning Circuit: 
1) Glute Bridge
2) Shoulder Taps 
3) Mountain Climbers
4) Jumping Jacks
5) Squats

40 seconds on 
20 seconds off

x1 set

6) High Knees
7) Russian Twist
8) Plank Press 
9) Bicycle Abs
10) Burpees

For this part we will be going through an exercise conditioning circuit which 
includes 10 exercises on the board. You can use a interval timer app such as 

WOD Timer to setup the work/rest intervals. We suggest the teacher leading the 
workout in front of the class and having the kids follow along.

LESSON PLAN 2 EXERCISE GUIDE SLIDESHOW

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1o04du7mFKqJGSBvuQGMcaqjPkmdknbz-o22-kf0w33Q/edit?usp=sharing


LESSON PLAN #2
THE NEXT 4

exercise guide lesson plan 2 auto slides

Gameplay (20 Mins)
Bring out Boardgains and remove the printed templates for 20 Russian Twist, 
10 Squats, 30 Seal Jacks, 10 Glute Bridge. This will uncover the next 4 couple 
of exercises that the student learned in the above portion. Depending on class 
size break them up into teams & play the game with 3 gains as the target.If 
they finish the match quickly then if time permits, you can run another match. 
You can also setup this slideshow behind the game, this slideshow changes 
slides every 3 seconds. So if kids don't know an exercise they land on they can 
look to the slides to spark their memory.

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/e/2PACX-1vTz8I_igFZEB220N0PM1nBsxaI2FUGgwH_ZwlDcGpg_r20n4J7lTA-FkduxBc2lBSep839fV2yVH5_a/pub?start=true&loop=true&delayms=3000


LESSON PLAN #2
Cooldown & Stretch (10 Mins)

Lead a cooldown and stretch at the end of the class. You can use your own or follow this

Hold each stretch for 30 seconds!



LESSON PLAN #2
HOMEWORK

WHAT'S DUE?

Homework For Kids: 

Have the kids perform all the homework exercises and
for each exercise.

20 Glute Bridge
10 Shoulder Taps & all Modifications
20 Mountain Climbers & all Modifications
40 Jumping Jacks
20 Squats
50 High Knees
20 Russian Twist & all Modifications
10 Plank Press & all Modifications
20 Bicycle Abs
20 Burpee & all Modifications
50 Second Plank & all Modifications



LESSON PLAN 
#3



LESSON PLAN #3
THE LAST 3 EXERCISES

Warmup (10 Mins): 
Get kids warmed up by doing 3-5 laps around the gymnasium depending on the
size of it. Or lead your own warm-up or use one of the warmup at the end of the 
guide.

Fundamentals & Conditioning Circuit (20 Mins): 
Teach the kids each exercise on the board as a group so they learn the 
fundamentals and get familiar with the exercises. There are 20 exercises on the 
board to learn. This lesson plan will focus on the 3 new exercises & all 
modifications as well as the previous exercises from last lesson. Teach and 
demonstrate the exercise and modifications. Teach and demonstrate the 
exercise and modifications using the slideshow below. 

40 seconds on 
20 seconds off

x1 set

For this part we will be going through an exercise conditioning circuit which 
includes 10 exercises on the board. You can use a interval timer app such as 

WOD Timer to setup the work/rest intervals. We suggest the teacher leading the 
workout in front of the class and having the kids follow along.

LESSON PLAN 3 EXERCISE GUIDE SLIDESHOW

Conditioning Circuit: 
1) Push-Up
2) Lying Leg Raises
3) Seated Punches
4) Bicycle Abs
5) Shoulder Taps

6) Inch Worm
7) Mountain Climbers
8) Plank Press 
9) Squat
10) Plank

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1vA5IzZrP59ryCOl4jSGCXotju_9QWd3NWTcYMBT_gKs/edit?usp=sharing


LESSON PLAN #2
THE LAST 3

exercise guide lesson plan 3 auto slides

Gameplay (20 Mins)
Bring out Boardgains and remove the printed templates for 20 Russian Twist, 
10 Squats, 30 Seal Jacks, 10 Glute Bridge. This will uncover the next 4 couple 
of exercises that the student learned in the above portion. Depending on class 
size break them up into teams & play the game with 3 gains as the target.If 
they finish the match quickly then if time permits, you can run another match. 
You can also setup this slideshow behind the game, this slideshow changes 
slides every 3 seconds. So if kids don't know an exercise they land on they can 
look to the slides to spark their memory.

Cooldown (5 Mins) 
Lead a static stretch for the class. There is an example of the static stretching 
routine in the rule book that you can teach. Or at the end of the guide. 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/e/2PACX-1vSC-ynJ36pUNlezTTpeuGtLHtaNoQIcv1pz_5N6wwtVGviiv4CFOU_56a3gU6liwEvi-js5Eevfz85X/pub?start=true&loop=true&delayms=3000


LESSON PLAN #3
HOMEWORK

WHAT'S DUE?

Homework For Kids: 

Have the kids perform all the homework exercises and 
for each exercise.

10 Push-Up & all Modifications
10 Lying Leg Raises & all Modifications
20 Seated Punches & all Modifications
20 Bicycle Abs
10 Shoulder Taps & all Modifications
10 Inch Worm 
20 Mountain Climbers
10 Plank Press & all Modifications
20 Squat
60 Second Plank & all Modifications



LESSON PLAN 
#4

tIME MODE



LESSON PLAN #4
TIME MODE

Warmup (10 Mins): 
Get kids warmed up by doing 3-5 laps around the gymnasium depending on the
size of it. Or lead your own warm-up or use one of the warmup at the end of the 
guide.

spilt up into teams
25 Minute A.M.G.A.P (As many gains as possible) 

whichever team has most gains in 25 minutes wins.

GAMEPLAY (25 MINS)



LESSON PLAN #4
HOMEWORK

WHAT'S DUE?

Homework For Kids: 
Circuit Challenge: Get the kids to complete each of 
these circuits and record the time it took to complete 
each circuit. After the first circuit take a 2 minute rest 
before completing the last circuit. 

Circuit 1 
20 Seal Jacks 
20 Glute Bridge 
20 Standing Body 
Crunch 
x 3 Rounds 
Time: ________________

Circuit 2
20 Alternating Reverse 
Lunges
20 Russian Twist
20 High Knees
x 3 Rounds 
Time: ________________



LESSON PLAN 
#5

RELAY'S



LESSON PLAN #5
RELAYS

Depending on the equipment available at your school. You can do relay challenges 
sort of like survivor. You can customize these relays depending on what 

equipment you have as well. I like to incorporate sand bag tosses and puzzles for 
my relays. Each team must complete each station before moving onto the next 

station. 

Station 1: 4 Laps Boardgains

Station 2: Sandbag toss. Complete 5 
tosses. Each miss the team completes 5
burpees. 

Station 3: 1 Bear Crawl Lap around the 
gym. 

First team to complete all 3 stations in order wins the game! 



LINKS: 
exercise guide auto slides

phys ed resource folder

student exercise guide pdf 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/e/2PACX-1vSC-ynJ36pUNlezTTpeuGtLHtaNoQIcv1pz_5N6wwtVGviiv4CFOU_56a3gU6liwEvi-js5Eevfz85X/pub?start=true&loop=true&delayms=3000
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1DsMER0_qKNeeFm5xzF6mOmdO0lKqB41l
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IZHpnSbvUlWWbwj_kxbLDqtl4IxuQKvN/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IZHpnSbvUlWWbwj_kxbLDqtl4IxuQKvN/view?usp=sharing


GRADING

BOARDGAINS GRADING 

WHAT'S DUE?

Grading Time! After these phases of learning movements and exercise
and playing Boardgains with them. The students should have a
understanding of each exercise name and movement. You want to
ensure the students know what the 20 exercises are and that they
can perform them with any modification that is needed. To test them
simply setup the board with all 10 game pieces place randomly on
different exercises and then get the student to pick a colour and roll
the dice. Whatever exercise they land on they have to complete it. If
you want you can get them to repeat this 2 more times so they
complete 3 exercises. Or choose 3 exercises for the list below and get
the student to perform them.

EXAM TIME GRADING

Movements To Test: 
Pushups
Bicycle Abs
Calf Raises 
Seal Jacks
Standing Body Crunch
Plank Press 
Alternating Reverse Lunges & Forward Lunges
Glute Bridge
Lying Leg Raises
Air Squats
Invisible Jump Rope
Plank 
Burpees
Seated Punches
Russian Twist
Jumping Jacks
High Knees
Inch Worm 
Mountain Climbers
Shoulder Taps

Grading System

A - Completion of all 3
exercises and
modification with no help

B - Completion of 3
exercise and modification
with little help

C - Completion of  3
exercises and
modification with help

D - Completion of 3
exercises and
modification with lots of
help



BOARDGAINS  GUIDES WARMUP/COOLDOWNS
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BOARDGAINS  GUIDES WARMUP/COOLDOWNS



BOARDGAINS  GUIDES WARMUP/COOLDOWNS



STRETCH ROUTINES

BOARDGAINS  GUIDES WARMUP/COOLDOWNS



STRETCH ROUTINES

BOARDGAINS  GUIDES WARMUP/COOLDOWNS


